Optimizing gDNA extraction from fresh frozen meningioma tissue for downstream genetic analysis.
Meningioma is the most common brain tumor. Genetic mutations in meningioma that include deletion of the neurofibromatosis type 2 gene, (NF2), offer diagnostic information on tumor behavior, recurrence and potential response to treatment. Obtaining high-grade genetic material is critical for accurate, sensitive and robust molecular testing. Currently, no standardized procedure exists for extracting gDNA from meningioma, and this problem was addressed in this report. This study compared the yield and quality of extracted gDNA from patient meningioma specimens using an optimized phenol chloroform method and two commercial silica column-based extractions kits and tested respective performances as template in qPCR tests and multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) NF2 screening. Mean gDNA yields were comparable for each method tested; however, phenol chloroform extraction outperformed column-based kits in all other quality assurance metrics examined. Phenol chloroform extracted gDNA was highly pure, and of a higher fragment size species when compared to column prepared gDNA. qPCR of GAPDH, B2MG, and RPL37A housekeeping genes demonstrated variance in cycle thresholds between patient samples was much lower in the phenol chloroform group. Similarly, primer efficiencies were significantly improved in this sample group which translated to a broader qPCR linear dynamic range and much improved qPCR performance at low concentrations of template. MLPA screening identified NF2 gene deletions in 6 of 12 meningioma samples. Inconsistencies in copy number data for NF2 and reference regions of the genome were observed between gDNA sample extraction groups that included both false negative and positive errors in silica column derived gDNA samples. This study outlines a highly robust phenol chloroform extraction method for obtaining high-quality gDNA from frozen meningioma tissue and highlights the significance of performing adequate quality assurance when using gDNA for downstream genetic analysis. Most importantly, we demonstrate using gDNA extracted with silica column based kits can lead to diagnostic errors when screening NF2 deletions in meningiomas with MLPA.